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The Lifestyle Lift has the flexibility to satisfy the most
demanding specifications catering to individual needs.
Available in many designs and colours! The Lifestyle lift
is both reliable and safe. Offering Integrated emergency
battery lowering system, automatic return to lowest floor
feature and full height light ray car safety entrance

Dear Customer,

protection included as standard features with each design.
Our manufacturing is completed in Italy to the highest quality
and safety standards, not leaving anything to chance.
“We are proud to offer you our Lifestyle Lift,
together with quality materials, smooth modern
design and the ability to cater to you, as an individual”

Welcome to Lifestyle Lifts from Master lifts.
Master lifts is an Australian owned and operated business, and we have provided and
installed over 9000 lifts, stretching over 20 years life-span. Providing lifts for many lifestyles, from Louis Vutton, Gucci
and Parliament house to the comfort and convenience in your own homes.
Master lifts are called upon regularly from industry professionals for the ‘less able’ devices available, including BCA,
E 3.6 vertical passenger lifts, stair lifts, wheel chair lifts, pool and spa lifts.
Adhering to the most stringent safety standards and the very best of quality and value for money. With an emphasis on independence to the temporary and permanent less able in and around the home.
Master lifts extensive range of lifts for both lifestyle convenience and workplace productivity, will provide access solutions
to your mobility problems. Our full range of residential lifts can be installed in your new home, or retro fitted to existing
homes. Our ‘Service lifts’ offer your home the assistance from floor to floor with laundry, groceries etc, as well as a business
convenience in any multi- story arrangement.
Master lifts is at the forefront of modern technology. With manufacturing sources in Europe and North America.
The future is now!
Go Gearless Lift is now available, ,its a light weight, simple, ecological design that means our customers can reduce energy
consumption and make a more environment friendly resource. Go Green, go Gearless!
With new products and advances in technology, Master lifts delivers the most effective lifts
to fit any environment that needs a mobility solution.

Alan Arnold
Managing Director
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Together with Master Lifts, Eltec is an effective and professional partner in the design and realization, of tailor made solutions
in the elevator field: from the simple aesthetic personalisation to the use of fine materials for finishing, and up to the
development of products that are completely custom in dimensions, design and technology.
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